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Accounting for genetic variation is an essential consideration during human
immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) investigation. Nanopore sequencing preserves
proviral integrity by passing long genomic fragments through ionic channels, allowing
reads that span the entire genome of different viral quasispecies (vQS). However, this
sequencing method has suffered from high error rates, limiting its utility. This was the
inspiration behind HIV-Quasipore: an HIV-1-specific Nanopore basecaller suite designed
to overcome these error rates through training with gold-standard data. It comprises three
deep learning-based R9.4.1 basecallers: fast, high accuracy (HAC), super accuracy
(SUP), and two R10.3 deep learning-based basecallers: HAC and SUP. This was
accomplished by sequencing the HIV-1 J-Lat 10.6 cell line using Nanopore and high-
quality Sanger techniques. Training significantly reduced basecaller error rates across all
models (Student’s one-sided t-test; p = 0.0) where median error rates were 0.0189,
0.0018, 0.0008, for R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast, HAC, SUP, and 0.0007, 0.0011 for R10.3
HIV-Quasipore-HAC, and SUP, respectively. This improved quality reduces the resolution
needed to accurately detect a vQS from 22.4 to 2.6% of total positional coverage for
R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast, 6.9 to 0.5% for R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-HAC, 4.5 to 0.3% for
R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-SUP, 8.0 to 0.3% for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-HAC, and 5.4 to 0.3%
for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-SUP. This was consistently observed across the entire J-Lat
10.6 genome and maintained across longer reads. Reads with greater than 8,000
nucleotides display a median nucleotide identity of 0.9819, 0.9982, and 0.9991, for
R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast, HAC, SUP, and 0.9993, 0.9988 for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-
HAC, and SUP, respectively. To evaluate the robustness of this tool against unseen data,
HIV-Quasipore and their corresponding pretrained basecallers were used to sequence the
J-Lat 9.2 cell line and a clinical isolate acquired from the Drexel Medicine CARES cohort.
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When sample reads were compared against their corresponding consensus sequence, all
HIV-Quasipore basecallers displayed higher median alignment accuracies than their
pretrained counterparts for both the J-Lat 9.2 cell line and clinical isolate. Using
Nanopore sequencing can allow investigators to explore topics, such as vQS profile
detection, HIV-1 integration site analysis, whole genome amplification, gene coevolution,
and CRISPR-induced indel detection, among others. HIV-Quasipore basecallers can be
acquired here: https://github.com/DamLabResources/HIV-Quasipore-basecallers.
Keywords: HIV-1, nanopore, viral quasispecies, sequencing, deep learning, genetic diversity, genetic
variation, coevolution
INTRODUCTION

Accounting for genetic variation is an essential consideration
during many types of investigations concerning human
immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) pathogenesis and
disease, namely, those centered on the development of new and
innovative vaccines, therapeutics, and viral reservoirs, amongmany
others. This diversity stems from the error-prone HIV-1 reverse
transcriptase (1, 2), APOBEC3G-induced hypermutation (3, 4),
and host immune pressures. Different variants can be observed
within individual patients—referred to as viral quasispecies (vQS)
(5–10)—and have clinical consequences. Through gRNA-target
mismatches, HIV-1 can mutate around antiretroviral therapy
(ART) by introducing drug-resistance mutations (11–13) and
anti-HIV-1 gene editing therapies (14–18) through gRNA-target
mismatches. Each patient has a unique vQS profile and
understanding its composition and evolution can aid in cure
strategy development and enhance precision medicine.

Current sequencing methods are not suited for vQS
investigation. Sanger sequencing generates a single consensus
HIV-1 genome, rendering it incapable of observing patient vQS
without labor-intensive cloning techniques. Illumina sequencing is
capable of highly accurate haplotype assembly (19, 20), opening a
window into the vQS population of a patient. However, these are
algorithmic reconstructions and may be subject to unknowable
biases. While it captures intra-patient HIV-1 genetic variation,
individual reads (~150–300 bps) are unable to encapsulate the
entire provirus, rendering it incapable of performing
investigations such as distant coevolution studies (e.g., across tat
and rev exons) and detecting vQS-specific large-scale deletions
pervasive within the latent reservoir (21). An ideal sequencing
method should maintain vQS genomic integrity and display
enough sensitivity to detect subtle variability within each
genome. Third-generation sequencing techniques like Pacific
Biosciences (PacBio) and Nanopore sequencing fit these criteria.
However, PacBio is currently cost inefficient for smaller sample
sizes and has low throughput (22). Conversely, the Nanopore
MinION sequencer is inexpensive ($1,000 as of 08/24/21) (23),
high throughput, pocket-sized, allows for live-basecalling, and can
quickly generate up to 50 GB of data per run, making it practical
and easy to implement, even in low-income clinical settings (23).

Nanopore sequencing occurs by threading single-stranded
DNA through an ionic channel (24). As the sequence passes
2

through the channel, it disrupts the electric current of the
channel (24–27). These disruptions are captured by the
sequencer as trace data. Each nucleotide has its own disruption
signature, making it simple to map each signature to a
corresponding nucleotide. Because the library preparation does
not require sequence fragmentation, Nanopore sequencing
maintains vQS integrity using reads that can capture most or
the entirety of its genome, which allows for an accurate
reconstruction of the vQS profile of an individual.

Early Nanopore sequencing has suffered from high error rates
(PromethION: 11.2% error rate; MinION 15.6% error rate) (28),
limiting its utility. However, recent algorithmic developments
have minimized these error rates to an acceptable level [e.g., a
modal 98.3% read accuracy was achieved on the Zymo mock
community sample using an R9.4.1 flowcell and a “super
accuracy” basecaller (“Nanopore Sequencing Accuracy” 2022)].
Oxford Nanopore Technologies’ (ONT) currently endorsed
basecallers are underpinned by deep neural networks and
outperform their predecessors and open-source competitors
(25–27). Neural networks are machine learning models that
can be trained to minimize the error between the called reads
and true sequences, allowing them to accurately basecall trace
data. ONT’s basecallers were trained using Homo sapiens trace
data, allowing them to excel at H. sapiens-specific basecalling but
suffer at calling other dissimilar organisms, such as HIV-1. If the
primary goal is to detect HIV-1 vQS, these basecallers must excel
at calling HIV-1-specific trace data. Neural networks have the
unique ability to be applied to a separate but similar task that
they were trained to solve by undergoing additional training
using task-specific data. This technique is referred to as “transfer
learning”. Because these basecallers are pretrained neural
networks, they can be further refined using HIV-1 trace data
to excel at HIV-1-specific basecalling.

This is the inspiration behind the development of HIV-
Quasipore—a set of fast, high-accuracy (HAC) and super-
accuracy (SUP) HIV-1-specific basecallers. HIV-1 trace data are
acquired from the J-Lat 10.6 cell line and are used to refine the
basecallers and allow them to excel at HIV-1 basecalling and vQS
detection. As the names imply, the HAC and SUP basecallers yield
highly accurate reads at the cost of speed, while the fast basecaller
can quickly call reads at the cost of accuracy. Each is designed for
separate purposes. While HAC and SUP basecallers are designed
for pipeline incorporation, fast basecallers are designed to be
May 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 858375
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implemented during live Nanopore basecalling. The differences
between these basecallers are a direct result of their composition.
While all basecallers are underpinned by deep neural networks,
fast basecallers have fewer parameters than HAC basecallers,
which have fewer parameters than SUP basecallers. This allows
calls to be processed quicker than in the HAC and SUP models,
but suffers from accuracy loss as it lacks the size to capture how
complex trace patterns correspond to different nucleotides. The
converse is true for the HAC and SUP basecallers. They are large
enough to accurately predict nucleotides from even the most
complex trace patterns, but suffer from slower basecalling. The
SUP basecaller is larger and has more parameters than the HAC
basecaller, which allows for subtle signal detection at the cost of
slower basecalling. Training these three models allows a user to
freely choose which one best suits their needs.

Nanopore sequencing allows the potential to spearhead
otherwise impossible analyses (e.g., vQS-specific tat and rev
exon matching, true coevolution studies, vQS-specific
integration site investigations) and simplify challenging
analyses (e.g., HIV-1 whole genome amplification, vQS-specific
CRISPR-induced InDel detection) that leverage other sequencing
technologies. Training and applying HIV-Quasipore are the first
steps toward generating a more complete vQS profile and gaining
novel insights through enhanced vQS investigation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Flip-Flop and Bonito Basecallers
Fast and HAC-pretrained basecallers are underpinned by a flip-flop
model—a deep recurrent neural network that incorporates prior
and subsequent trace data to call the current signal. ONT makes
these models publicly available on their Taiyaki GitHub repository:
https://github.com/Nanoporetech/taiyaki/tree/v5.3.0/models.
“mGru_flipflop_remapping_model_r9_DNA.checkpoint”
and “mLstm_flipflop_model_r941_DNA.checkpoint” were
used for fast and HAC R9.4.1 basecalling, respectively.
“mLstm_flipflop_model_r103_DNA.checkpoint” was used for
R10.3 HAC basecalling. To our knowledge, there is no available
pretrained fast basecaller checkpoint for the R10.3 flow cell.

SUPmodels are a recently developed addition to the Nanopore
basecalling suite comprise a deep convolutional-recurrent neural
network. This incorporates a prior and subsequent signal when
basecalling but also recognizes common signal patterns that
correspond to specific nucleotides. These pretrained basecallers
are publicly available using ONT’s bonito (v0.4.0) Python
package and were acquired using their download script. The
“dna_r9.4.1@v3.3” and “dna_r10.3@v3.3” SUP models were used
for HIV-1 refinement.

HIV-Quasipore Training Data Generation
ONT’s Taiyaki (v5.3.0) flip-flop model training framework and
Bonito’s training framework (Figure 1) were used to generate
training data. Trace data were first called using the pretrained
basecallers, mapped to the reference genome using Minimap2
(29) (v2.17), and sorted using samtools (30) (v1.11). By default,
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 3
the guppy_basecaller (v5.0.16) command-trimmed adapters off
reads to prepare them for further analysis. To remove any bias
from regions with disproportionally high coverage, mapped
reads were sampled until a maximum coverage of 4,000 was
achieved at each position (Figure 2). All sampled trace data were
then isolated using ont-fast5-api’s (v3.3.0) fast5_subset.py script
into a new read directory for downstream processing.

For training fast and HAC basecallers, paired read-
reference sequences were then isolated using Taiyaki’s
get_ref_from_align.py. These filtered trace data were then parsed
for trimming and scaling information and documented using
Taiyaki’s generate_per_read_params.py convenience script. The
true reference sequences, isolated trace data, trace data
documentation, and pretrained flip-flop basecaller were used to
generate training data using Taiyaki’s map_read_signal.py
convenience script. This was performed using both HIV-
Quasipore-fast and HAC for basecaller-specific training data. For
SUP models, training data were generated from these filtered reads
using Bonito’s basecaller command and specifying the –save-ctc
argument. All other arguments were left as default.

Nanopore Sequencing
Primer sets were designed to target the near-full length (NFL)
amplicons. Primer set A targeted the HIV-1 5’long terminal
repeat (LTR; A forward outer and inner or AFO and AFI) to the
env region (A reverse or AR), while primer set B targeted HIV-1
gag (BF) to the 3’LTR (BRO and BRI) to yield two halves near 8.5
kb amplicons. The NFL primers were designed to emphasize a
near-8.5 kb hemi-nested approach. All forward and reverse
primer sequences can be found in Supplementary Table 1. All
primers were manufactured and purchased from Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT).

PCR reactions were performed using the following cycling
conditions: initial denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, followed by 30
cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 s, annealing at 60.4°C for 30
s, and extension at 68°C for 9 min 30 s, with a final extension at
68°C for 9 min 30 s. All PCR amplifications were performed
using Taq DNA polymerase High Fidelity (HF) (Catalog
#11304029, Invitrogen). The first round PCR amplifications for
Taq DNA polymerase HF were performed in a 50 ul total
reaction volume, containing 5 µl (20 ng/µl) of genomic DNA
and 45 µl of reaction mixture, composed of 34.5 µl nuclease free
water, 5 µl 10× HF PCR buffer (Invitrogen), 1 µl 10 mM dNTPs
(Ref: U151B, Lot:0000390963, Promega), 2 µl 50 mM MgSO4
(Invitrogen), 0.2 µl Taq DNA polymerase HF (Invitrogen), 1 µL
(10 uM) each forward and reverse primers. For a hemi-nested
approach, 5 µl of the first round of PCR product was used as a
template, added to 45 µl of reaction mixture, maintaining a total
final volume of 50 µl for the second round of PCR. For this
reaction, reagents and cycling conditions were maintained as
previously stated, with the exception of the primers (refer to the
primer design). All PCR products were electrophoresed on a 1%
agarose gel at 90 V for 1 h against a 1 kb molecular weight DNA
ladder (6,000 µl; G754A, Promega) and imaged using a
Fluorochem SP Transilluminator (Alpha Innotech) to confirm
the length of the amplified products.
May 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 858375
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PCR products were purified using the QIAquick PCR
purification procedure (Cat. No./ID: 28106) according to the
protocol of the manufacturer and quantified using the Qubit 4
fluorometer (Catalog #Q33238). DNA library preparation was
conducted using the ONT Native barcoding genomic DNA LSK-
109 procedure. This process included an initial end preparation
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 4
by dA-tailing of PCR fragments to prepare the DNA ends for
barcode attachment, followed by uniquely barcoding (1–12
provided in the kit) the DNA ends of each sample. These
libraries were pooled together in equimolar concentration and
ligated with sequencing adapters to the DNA ends. Pooled
libraries were then maintained on ice until ready for priming
A B

FIGURE 2 | HIV-Quasipore training data comprise long reads and are equally spread across the J-Lat 10.6 genome. (A) Coverage was capped at 4,000 depth and
equalized across the J-Lat 10.6 genome. Each point represents a single position within the reference genome. (B) Training data reads are predominantly within the
8,500–9,000 nucleotides range with few short reads equally distributed between 0 and 8,000 nucleotides.
FIGURE 1 | HIV-Quasipore training overview. The HIV-Quasipore training pipeline was designed to refine a pretrained flip-flop or Bonito basecaller using J-Lat 10.6
nanopore trace data and a J-Lat 10.6 reference genome. Brown cells indicate a pipeline input, blue cells indicate a pipeline intermediate, and green cells indicate the
final HIV-Quasipore basecallers. Gray-dash lines are intended to ease visualization of the otherwise overlapping black lines. Orange shading represents steps exclusive
to Bonito model training. Blue shading represents steps exclusive to flip-flop model training using the Taiyaki framework.
May 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 858375
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and loading onto the flow cell. Approximately 50 fmol of this
pooled library was run on a fresh R9.4.1 and 100 fmol was loaded
onto an R10.3 flowcell as previously described by the
manufacturer. These were run for 24 h each using the default
settings in the MinKnow software, preserving the raw fast5 trace-
files for downstream processing.

PacBio Sequencing
The clinical isolate sample was obtained from the sample
repository of the Clinical and Translational Research Support
Core (CTRSC) of the Comprehensive Center for NeuroHIV
Research (CNHC). The sample was donated by a therapeutically
suppressed, non-cognitively impaired middle-aged black man and
was obtained with informed consent under IRB protocol
1609004807. The sample was provided as a deidentified sample.
The clinical isolate sample was prepared for PacBio sequencing as
follows. Genomic DNA (gDNA) from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) was isolated using the AllPrep
DNA/RNA Mini procedure (Qiagen), as described by the
manufacturer. The DNA concentration for each gDNA sample
was determined using the Quant-iT dsDNAAssay, high sensitivity
protocol (Invitrogen), as described by the manufacturer.

The clinical isolate amplicon was prepared for PacBio
sequencing using a 4 kb fully nested PCR amplification strategy
with two rounds of PCR total. Nested PCR primers for the 4 kb
assay are listed in Supplementary Table 2. The inner primer pair
had additional anchoring nucleotides and a 5’ Amino Modifier C6
to allow the addition of the adapter sequence for barcode-
dependent sample multiplexing for the PacBio Sequel sequencing
platform, as specified by Pacific Biosciences. All PCR amplifications
were performed using the Phusion High Fidelity DNA Polymerase
procedure (Thermo Scientific). The first round of nested PCR
(outer) was performed in a 25 µl total reaction volume containing
100 ng gDNA and was added to 15 ul of reaction mixture,
composed of 6.25 µl nuclease-free water, 5 µl of 5× HF or GC
reaction buffer, 1.125 µl of 5mMMgCl2, 0.875 µl of 10 mM dNTPs
(Promega), and 0.75 µl of 10 µM round 1 oligonucleotide primers
resuspended in nuclease-free water (IDT). Nuclease-free water was
added to achieve a 25 µl volume in each reaction. For the second
round of the 4 kb-nested approach (inner), 5 µl of the first round
PCR product was added directly to 20 µl of reaction mix, composed
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 5
of 13.75 µl of nuclease-free water, 5 µl of 5× HF or GC reaction
buffer, 1.125 µl of 5 mM MgCl2, 0.875 µl of 10 mM dNTPs
(Promega), and 0.75 of 10 µM round 2 oligonucleotide primers
resuspended in nuclease-free water (IDT). Thermal cycler
conditions for the 4 kb-nested PCR approach are summarized in
Table 1. PCR products (3 ul of the round 2 reaction) were subjected
to electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel at 110 V for 1.5 h against a 1
kb molecular weight DNA ladder (6 µl; G754A, Promega) and
imaged using the Flurochem SP Transilluminator (Alpha
Innotech) to confirm the length of the amplified products.

The clinical isolate 4 kb amplicon was prepared for
sequencing on the PacBio Sequel platform first by multiplexing
the samples using the Barcoded Universal Primers Plate v2
(Pacific Biosciences), followed by magnetic bead purification
with the AMPure PB Beads protocol (Pacific Biosciences). The
sample concentration was determined using the Quant-iT
dsDNA Assay, high sensitivity protocol (Invitrogen) before
equimolar pooling of samples. Pooled samples were subjected
to electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel and visualized with SYBR
Safe DNA gel stain (Invitrogen). The 4 kb band was excised and
purified from the gel using the QIAquick Gel Extraction protocol
(Qiagen), and was quantified using the Quant-iT dsDNA Assay,
high sensitivity protocol (Invitrogen). The gel-extracted pools
were processed for library preparation according to the PacBio
SMRTbell Library Preparation and Sequencing protocol. Clinical
isolate SMRTbell libraries were prepared using either the
SMRTbell Express Template Prep procedure 1.0-SPv3 protocol
(Pacific Biosciences #100-991-900) or the SMRTbell Express
Template Prep procedure 2.0 protocol (Pacific Biosciences
#100-938-900).
Cell Line and Clinical Isolate Reference
Genome Construction
Training HIV-Quasipore requires both HIV-1 Nanopore trace data
and ground truth to compare called reads against. For the J-Lat 10.6
cell line, this ground truth is a high-quality Sanger sequenced J-Lat
10.6 HIV-1 genome, sequenced as previously described (31). The
average coverage and Phred quality score are 2.02 and 55.27,
respectively, establishing themselves as the gold-standard
reference genome for Nanopore read comparison (Figure 3).
TABLE 1 | PCR thermal cycler conditions for amplifying the 4 kb fragment from the Cohort sample.

Assay Round Temperature Duration Cycles

4 kb amplicon (Clinical isolate) 1 95°C 2 min 1
94°C 30 s 20
58°C 30 s
72°C 3 min
72°C 10 min 1
4°C Hold 1

2 95°C 2 min 1
94°C 30 s 30
58°C 30 s
72°C 3 min
72°C 10 min 1
4°C Hold 1
May 2022 | Volume 2 | Article
 858375
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The J-Lat 9.2 genome was constructed using publicly available
Illumina sequencing data (BioSample: SAMN11026402) (32).
These reads were mapped to the J-Lat 10.6 genome using bwa-
mem2 (33) (v2.2.1) and a majority base rule was used to generate
the J-Lat 9.2 reference genome. The consensus was formed using
quasitool’s (34) (v0.7.0) consensus command with a -p 100
setting. J-Lat 9.2 gene coordinates were mapped from the J-Lat
10.6 GenBank file using Liftoff (35) (v1.6.1). This GenBank file
was manually converted into a Liftoff-compatible GFF file.

The clinical isolate-derived PacBio sequences were
demultiplexed using Lima (v2.0.0)—the PacBio barcode
demultiplexer—to include sequences containing both forward
and reverse barcoding and amplifying primers, then matched to
respective barcoded universal primers. These reads were used to
polish the HXB2 (K03455.1) reference genome using Flye (36)
(v2.9) to output the clinical isolate-specific reference genome.
The –meta and –pacbio-raw arguments were used for polishing.
Due to the previously described primer design, only the 3’ half of
the HIV-1 genome could be polished to become an isolate-
specific reference sequence. The clinical-isolate genome was
4,022 bps long. Gene coordinates were mapped from the
HXB2 GenBank file using Liftoff, as described above.

HIV-Quasipore Training
For the fast and HAC basecallers, reads were randomly
fragmented into chunks between 3,000–8,000 and 2,000–4,000
bps for the HAC and fast basecallers, respectively. An Adam
optimizer (37) was used with a weight decay of 0.01 and was
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 6
trained for 12,000 batches. The learning rate was adjusted during
training using a cosine-decay scheduler and ranged between
0.0001 and 0.004. It reached its peak of 3,000 batches and
decreased during training. A seed value of 255 was assigned for
reproducible training. Training was performed using a Taiyaki
convenience script—train_flipflop.py. During training, the
model was evaluated using a held-out validation dataset for
every 50 batches. After training, basecallers were converted
into a guppy-compatible json file for future use using Taiyaki’s
dump_json.py script.

SUP basecallers were trained using Bonito’s training script
using the generated training data for 10 epochs and assigning
each pretrained model to the –pretrained option. All other
arguments were left as default. After training, basecallers were
converted into a guppy-compatible json file for future use using
Bonito’s export script.

HIV-Quasipore Evaluation Against
Temporal Splits
To confirm that HIV-Quasipore is applicable outside of this
analysis, it needs to be evaluated on unseen trace data. To
establish this, HIV-Quasipore basecallers were trained using
reads either from the beginning or end of the sequencing run
and evaluated using the unseen counterpart. After initial
basecalling, the generated sequencing summary table was
parsed and sorted based on sequencing start time. Reads were
then split into the beginning and ending halves of the sequencing
run. For unbiased training data generation coverage was capped
FIGURE 3 | Sanger sequenced J-Lat 10.6 genome served as a high-quality reference genome. Orange and blue arrows represent the forward and reverse stranded
Sanger sequences used to construct the reference J-Lat 10.6 genome. The Phred quality scores for overlapping contigs at each position were averaged together
into a single positional quality score and plotted along with a line corresponding to a 100-bp rolling average. Positional Phred scores largely reside in the 40–60 range,
corresponding to accuracies between 99.99 and 99.9999%. Given this, the J-Lat 10.6 genome can serve as a high-quality-reference to evaluate the performance of
and train HIV-Quasipore basecallers.
May 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 858375
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at 2,000 depth and equally distributed across the reference
genome. Afterwards, training data generation and flip-flop
training proceeded as previously described for 1,000 batches,
using 200 batches to achieve a peak learning rate. The Bonito
basecallers were trained as previously described for 3 epochs.

Both the beginning and end reads were then called using the
HIV-Quasipore basecallers, regardless of training data. Reads
were then aligned to the J-Lat 10.6 genome and parsed using
pysam (v0.16.0.1). The mean read alignment accuracy
distribution was then plotted for both the beginning and end
data for comparison. The degree of overlap between the
beginning and end mean alignment accuracy distributions was
quantified using Cohen’s d.

Genomic Alignment Accuracy Evaluation
To ensure that the quality was consistent across the genome, the
average read alignment accuracy overlapping each position was
evaluated. Pretrained and HIV-Quasipore models called for all
available HIV-1 trace data. Reads were then aligned to the J-Lat
10.6 genome and assigned an MD tag using samtools’ calmd
function. These data were parsed using pysam and each mapped
read was imported as an AlignedSegment object. For each
AlignedSegment, read coordinates were mapped to reference
coordinates using the get_reference_positions function. From
there, the MD tag was examined for nucleotide casing. If a
nucleotide was upper case, it indicated a read-reference match
and a 1 was assigned to its corresponding reference coordinate. If
it was lowercase, it indicated a read-reference mismatch and its
corresponding reference coordinate was assigned a 0. The average
of these values across each coordinate was calculated to acquire the
average alignment accuracy across each reference nucleotide.

To further evaluate the robustness of HIV-Quasipore against
unseen trace data, the above analysis was also replicated using
the J-Lat 9.2 and clinical isolate Nanopore trace data and
reference genomes. Reads were filtered to be between 7,000
and 8,000 bps, and read coverage was capped at 2,000
when applicable.

HIV-Quasipore Error Evaluation
Investigating basecalling biases is essential for an investigator to
better contextualize the types of errors produced by HIV-
Quasipore. Error calculations were performed by parsing
mapped reads using pysam and using each AlignSegment’s
get_cigar_stats function if it mapped to the reference. Insertion
and deletion counts were automatically determined by the
function. Mismatch counts were calculated by subtracting the
number of insertions and deletions from the total error count.
Total error proportions were calculated by dividing the number
of mismatches by the number of matches, insertions,
and deletions.

Novel vQS Detection Resolution Calculation
To decisively determine whether a vQS exists, its frequency must
exceed the expected number of errors within coverage. The
resolution of detection is the minimum number of vQS
occurrences needed to accurately determine its existence. To
measure the improvement in resolution, HIV-Quasipore and
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 7
pretrained basecaller median error rates were used to calculate
the expected number of errors found in 1,000× coverage. The
expected number of errors found in 1,000× coverage was also
calculated using Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing—which
has an error rate as low as 0.0172 using the circular consensus
sequence (38)—as a comparator between sequencing platforms.
The likelihood that a vQS exists given a resolution of coverage
can then be modeled using a Poisson cumulative distribution
function where l equals the expected number of errors. This
probability was then converted into a Q-score. The resolution
was incrementally increased until the quality score reached 10.
vQS resolution calculations were performed using quasitool’s
(34) (v0.7.0) calculate_variant_qual function.

Read Length Versus Accuracy
Nanopore sequencing generates long reads that span different
vQS, but these need to be accurate and high quality to establish a
vQS profile of a patient. To acquire the association between read
length and alignment accuracy, the HIV-Quasipore and
pretrained basecaller alignment files were parsed using pysam
and each read’s query length and nucleotide percentage identity
were isolated from each read’s CIGAR string.

HIV-Quasipore Time Comparison
To compare basecalling speeds between HIV-Quasipore
basecallers, trace data were sampled and split into 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 10 GB bins. Basecallers were evaluated on identical data
using a Quadro RTX 6000 GPU. For each experiment, four
basecallers were used, with eight runners/device, 250 chunks/
runner, and a chunk size of 2,000. All other arguments were left
as default. Four replicates were performed with each basecaller
and the data size bins. Each experiment was timed using Ubuntu
18.04.5’s time command. GPU applications are inherently
parallelized, so the “real” time metric is not an accurate
measure of call time. Therefore, the largest time metric was
recorded as the completion time of each basecaller. Experiments
with evaluation times that were either greater than the third
quartile of the dataset plus 1.5× the interquartile range (IQR) or
less than the first quartile of the dataset minus 1.5× the IQR were
considered outliers and removed from subsequent analysis.
RESULTS

HIV-Quasipore Reduced Error Rates
and Improved Resolution Required to
Detect vQS
Overall, HIV-Quasipore error rates were significantly reduced
from their pretrained counterparts (Figure 4A) (Mann–Whitney
one-sided U test; p = 0.0 for all models). The median error rates
were reduced from 0.0365 to 0.0008 (R9.4.1 SUP), 0.0442 to
0.0011 (R10.3 SUP), 0.0579 to 0.0018 (R9.4.1 HAC), 0.068 to
0.0007 (R10.3 HAC), and 0.2045 to 0.0189 (R9.4.1 fast). HIV-1-
specific training also reduced the error rate for STDs across all
HIV-Quasipore basecallers. This was reduced from 0.0313 to
0.0286 (R9.4.1 SUP), 0.0280 to 0.0217 (R10.3 SUP), 0.0306 to
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0.0247 (R9.4.1 HAC), 0.0282 to 0.0180 (R10.3 HAC), and 0.0754
to 0.0298 (R9.4.1 fast). Training-validation loss curves for HIV-
Quasipore basecallers can be found in Figure 5.

R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast, HAC, and SUP reduced average
error rates from 0.197 to 0.026, 0.066 to 0.006, and 0.045 to 0.005,
respectively (Figure 4B). R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-HAC reduced
average error rates from 0.075 to 0.006 and SUP reduced average
error rates from 0.052 to 0.005. This reduction was predominantly
from fewer mismatch counts, which were reduced from 0.069 to
0.006, 0.021 to 0.001, and 0.015 to 0.0006 for R9.4.1 HIV-
Quasipore-fast, HAC, and SUP, respectively. These were reduced
from 0.029 to 0.0004 for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-HAC and 0.021 to
0.0004 for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-SUP.

All HIV-Quasipore basecallers improved the resolution
needed to accurately determine vQS (Figure 4C). For R9.4.1
basecallers, the required depth per 1,000 reads to accurately call a
vQS was reduced from 224 to 26 reads for HIV-Quasipore-fast,
69 to 5 reads for HIV-Quasipore-HAC, and 45 to 3 reads for
HIV-Quasipore-SUP. This corresponds to a minimum
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 8
resolution of 2.6, 0.5, and 0.3% of the total reads to accurately
call a vQS for HIV-Quasipore-fast, HAC, and SUP, respectively.
For R10.3 basecallers, the depth to accurately call a vQS was
reduced from 80 to 3 (0.3% minimum resolution) for HIV-
Quasipore-HAC and from 54 to 3 (0.3% minimum resolution)
for HIV-Quasipore SUP. As a comparison, calculations using
PacBio error rates result in a minimum resolution of 2.4% of the
total reads (24 out of 1,000 reads) to accurately call vQS.

HIV-Quasipore Improved Read Alignment
Accuracy Across the J-Lat 10.6 Genome
As expected, HIV-Quasipore consistently improved read
alignment accuracy across the J-Lat 10.6 genome (Figure 6).
Pretrained basecallers displayed consistently low read alignment
accuracies across the genome, with median read alignment
accuracies of 0.986, 0.980, and 0.927 for SUP, HAC, and fast
R9.4.1 basecallers, respectively. Similar results were observed for
R10.3 SUP and HAC basecallers, with a median read alignment
accuracy of 0.980 and 0.972, respectively. Training has improved
A

B

C

FIGURE 4 | HIV-Quasipore basecallers displayed lower error rates than pretrained basecallers and thus required less coverage to discover vQS. (A) Using HIV-Quasipore
models significantly reduced basecalling errors (*p <0.05). (B) HIV-Quasipore basecaller mean error rates are lower than their pretrained counterparts. All error types were
reduced, but read mismatches saw the largest drop in frequency in all models. (C) HIV-Quasipore lowered the minimum coverage needed to accurately call patient vQS
per 1,000 coverage, as specified by the numbers after the bars (variant Q-score = 10).
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the median read alignment accuracy to 0.9998 for R9.4.1 HIV-
Quasipore-SUP, 0.9998 for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-SUP, 0.9993
for R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-HAC, 0.9998 for R10.3 HIV-
Quasipore-HAC, and 0.995 for R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast.

HIV-Quasipore read accuracy of STDs predominantly
decreased after HIV-1 refinement. The only basecaller to
notably increase STD is R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast, which
increased from 0.061 to 0.066. The only basecaller to maintain
read alignment accuracy for STD is R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-SUP,
which remained stable from 0.040 to 0.041. The R9.4.1 HIV-
Quasipore-HAC and SUP decreased from 0.065 to 0.039 and from
0.049 to 0.024, respectively. The R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-HAC read
alignment accuracy STD decreased from 0.045 to 0.030.
HIV-1 Alignment Accuracy Was Maintained
Across Long Reads
Training successfully improved accuracy across different read
lengths (Figure 7). Improved quality was also maintained across
longer reads, where reads greater than 8,000 nucleotides display a
median alignment accuracy of 0.9819, 0.9982, and 0.9991, for R9.4.1
HIV-Quasipore-fast, HAC, and SUP, and 0.9993 and 0.9988 for
R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-HAC and SUP, respectively. Reads of 99.5,
99.6, and 99.3% showed improved alignment accuracy using HIV-
Quasipore-fast, HAC, and SUP, respectively, for R9.4.1 flow cells,
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while 99.8 and 99.6% of reads displayed improved accuracy for
HIV-Quasipore HAC and SUP for R10.3 flow cells. Most of the
reads that exhibit decreased accuracy are short reads of less than
1,000 nucleotides. Investigating reads with greater than 90%
alignment accuracy showed that training nearly always improves
them to >99% accuracy. The number of reads that exceeded 99%
alignment accuracy increased as read length increased.
HIV-Quasipore Basecallers Were Robust
Against Unseen Temporal Data
The HIV-Quasipore basecallers were robust to the unseen half of
the trace data (Figure 8). Cohen’s d for unseen and seen HIV-
Quasipore-SUP basecallers were 0.077 and 0.07 for beginning and
end-trained R9.4.1 models, respectively, and 0.025 and 0.038 for
beginning and end-trained R10.3 models, respectively. Cohen’s d
for unseen and seen HIV-Quasipore-HAC basecallers were 0.145
and 0.044 for beginning and end-trained R9.4.1 models,
respectively, and 0.044 and 0.049 for beginning and end-trained
R10.3 models, respectively. Cohen’s d for unseen and seen HIV-
Quasipore-fast basecallers were 0.144 and 0.118 for beginning and
end-trained models, respectively. With the exception of the HIV-
Quasipore-fast basecallers and R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-HAC, all
effect sizes were ≤0.077, indicating substantial overlap between
read accuracy distributions regardless of training data used. Even
A B

D E

C

FIGURE 5 | Training HIV-Quasipore basecallers minimized the differences between called reads and the J-Lat 10.6 reference genome. Training and validation loss
curves for: (A) R10.3 HAC, (B) R9.4.1 HAC, (C) R9.4.1 fast, (D) R10.3 SUP, and (E) R9.4.1 SUP. All curves consistently and stably decrease as batches increase,
indicating that both models were successfully trained and have improved HIV-1-specific basecalling ability.
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FIGURE 7 | HIV-Quasipore yielded highly accurate long reads. The relationship between length and alignment accuracy of a read was plotted for (A) R9.4.1 SUP,
(B) R10.3 SUP, (C) R9.4.1 HAC, (D) R10.3 HAC, and (E) R9.4.1 fast pretrained and HIV-Quasipore basecallers. Each point corresponds to a single read with an
alignment accuracy ≥90%. Brown and green points correspond to the pretrained and HIV-Quasipore basecallers, respectively.
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FIGURE 6 | HIV-Quasipore basecallers improved read quality across the entire HIV-1 genome. Each point represents the average alignment accuracy from reads
overlapping a position within the J-Lat 10.6 reference genome for (A) R9.4.1 fast, (B) R9.4.1 HAC, (C) R9.4.1 SUP, (D) R10.3 HAC, and (E) R10.3 SUP basecallers.
Green points represent HIV-Quasipore basecallers while brown points represent their pretrained counterparts.
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with the maximum effect size of 0.145, this still falls below what
Cohen considered a “small” effect size (39). This establishes HIV-
Quasipore’s robustness against unseen data.

Flow Cell Choice Negligibly Influenced
HIV-Quasipore Error Rates
Although flow cell choice significantly influenced HIV-
Quasipore error rates (Figure 9) (Mann–Whitney two-sided U
test; HAC p = 0.0, SUP = 0.0), changes in read error proportions
were negligible for both SUP and HAC models. Error
proportions substantially overlapped for both HAC—0.006 ±
0.025 (R9.4.1) (mean ± STD); 0.004 ± 0.018 (R10.3)—and SUP—
0.005 ± 0.029 (R9.4.1); 0.005 ± 0.022 (R10.3) basecallers. Error
proportion medians were 0.001 for R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-SUP,
R10.3 HAC, and R10.3 SUP, while they were 0.002 for R9.4.1
HIV-Quasipore-HAC.

HIV-Quasipore-Fast Was Significantly
Faster Than HAC, Which Was Significantly
Faster Than SUP
Unsurprisingly, HIV-Quasipore-fast was significantly faster than
HIV-Quasipore-HAC (Student’s one-sided t-test; p <0.00005 all
datasets), which was significantly faster than HIV-Quasipore-
SUP (Student’s one-sided t-test; R10.3 7GB p <0.05, p <0.00005
all other datasets) on all datasets for both flow cells (Figure 10).
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On average, R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast was 553.3 ± 90.4% faster
than HAC. R9.4.1-HAC was on average 36.3 ± 1.0% faster than
R9.4.1 SUP while 10.3 HIV-Quasipore-HAC was on average 30.5
± 9.4% faster than 10.3 SUP. Experiment-specific fold means and
STDs can be found in Table 2.

R9.4.1 and R10.3 HIV-Quasipore Models
Displayed Comparable Basecalling Speed
R9.4.1 and R10.3 basecallers displayed comparable basecalling
speed, but HAC models performed significantly faster for R9.4.1
data compared to R10.3 (Student’s one-sided t-test; p <0.005 for all
datasets except 1 GB (p = 0.110)) while SUP models performed
significantly faster for R10.3 compared to R9.4.1 (Student’s one-
sided t-test; p <0.005 for all datasets except 7GB (p= 0.821)). R9.4.1
HIV-Quasipore-HAC was an average of 3.1 ± 0.4% faster than
R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-HAC. HIV-Quasipore-SUP was an average
of 1.8 ± 6.5% faster than R10.3 HIV-Quasipore-SUP. Experiment-
specific fold means and STDs can be found in Table 2.

HIV-Quasipore Basecallers Improved Read
Alignment Accuracy Against J-Lat 9.2 and
Clinical Isolate-Derived Genomes
HIV-Quasipore basecallers consistently improved read alignment
accuracy across the unseen J-Lat 9.2 genome (Figure 11).
Unsurprisingly, pretrained basecallers displayed comparable
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FIGURE 8 | HIV-Quasipore achieved a similar mean read accuracy for evaluation and training data. The distribution of observed read alignment accuracies using different
training and evaluation datasets for (A) R9.4.1 SUP, (B) R10.3 SUP, (C) R9.4.1 HAC, (D) R10.3 HAC, and (E) R9.4.1 fast. The left panels correspond to models that
were trained using the first half of the trace data generated during sequencing and evaluated using trace data from the second half of the sequencing. The right panels
correspond to the opposite training-evaluation scheme. Blue and orange lines represent the read accuracy distribution of data observed during the first and final halves of
sequencing, respectively. While the distribution is constructed using all mapped reads, only reads with an alignment accuracy of ≥90% are displayed.
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median read alignment accuracy to those of the J-Lat 10.6 genome.
The median read alignment accuracies for the J-Lat 9.2 genome
were 0.988, 0.982, and 0.959 for pretrained R9.4.1 SUP, HAC, and
fast basecallers, respectively. For R10.3 pretrained basecallers, the
median read alignment accuracies for the J-Lat 9.2 genome were
0.979 and 0.971 for the pretrained SUP and HAC basecallers,
respectively. R9.4.1 The HIV-Quasipore basecaller displayed
median read alignment accuracies of 0.9996, 0.999, and 0.994
across the J-Lat 9.2 genome for HIV-Quasipore-SUP, HAC, and
fast, respectively. The median read length accuracies across the J-
Lat 9.2 genome for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore SUP and HAC were
1.000 and 0.9995, respectively.

All HIV-Quasipore basecallers noticeably decreased in
performance within the J-Lat 9.2 eGFP region—denoted by the
green lines in Figure 11. For R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore basecallers,
the median alignment accuracy was decreased by 0.004, 0.012,
and 0.0527 for SUP, HAC, and fast basecallers, respectively. This
decrease was present but less noticeable for R10.3 HIV-
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 12
Quasipore basecallers. The median alignment accuracy was
decreased by 0.005 for HIV-Quasipore-SUP and by 0.007 for
HIV-Quasipore-HAC within the eGFP region. Alignment
accuracy changes within eGFP using the R9.4.1 and R10.3
pretrained basecallers were negligible. The average change in
median alignment accuracy between total median alignment
accuracies and eGFP median alignment accuracies was 0.003 ±
0.002 and 0.001 ± 0.000 for R9.4.1 and R10.3 pretrained
basecallers, respectively.

The HIV-Quasipore basecallers also consistently improved
read alignment accuracy across the unseen clinical isolate-
derived HIV-1 (Figure 12) genome. The evaluation using the
clinical isolate sample reflected the above results. The median
alignment accuracy for R10.3 HIV-Quasipore basecallers was
0.953 and 0.925 for SUP and HAC basecallers, respectively. Their
pretrained counterparts displayed a 0.882 for pretrained SUP
and a 0.881 for pretrained HAC. The HIV-Quasipore also
reduced the STD for both basecallers, which decreased from
A

B

FIGURE 10 | HIV-Quasipore basecaller speed benchmarks. Benchmark experiments were performed to evaluate the basecalling speed of R9.4.1 (A) and R10.3
(B) HIV-Quasipore basecallers using 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 GB datasets for four replicates. As expected, the HIV-Quasipore-fast was significantly faster than the HAC across
all datasets. HIV-Quasipore-HAC was significantly faster than HIV-Quasipore-SUP (*p < 0.05, ****p < 0.00005). These results were consistent across flow cells.
FIGURE 9 | Nanopore flow cell choice did not affect HIV-Quasipore error rates. Box plots display the distribution of read alignment errors when called by HIV-
Quasipore-HAC and SUP for R9.4.1 and R10.3 data, represented by blue and orange colors, respectively.
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0.069 to 0.043 using HIV-Quasipore SUP and from 0.067 to
0.048 when using HIV-Quasipore HAC. A noticeable dip in
performance was observed for all basecallers between positions
6,500 and 7,000. This region corresponds to the V1 and V2 loops
within gp120, denoted by the black and gold lines in Figure 12,
respectively. These results were expected,as the V1 and V2 loops
are hypervariable, so reads mapping to those regions are unlikely
to conform to the consensus sequence.
DISCUSSION

HIV-Quasipore overcomes the traditionally high error rates
associated with Nanopore sequencing, which allows
investigators to leverage longer reads when performing vQS
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 13
analyses. Investigators can now determine true coevolution
studies among vQS. While Illumina sequencing can gain
insight into the vQS, short read reconstruction cannot
accurately determine whether these sections truly originated
from a single vQS. With reads spanning the length of the
genome, it will be known which regions correspond to an
individual vQS. This also grants insight into vQS-specific tat
and rev exon matching, which previously could not be properly
matched together by short read assembly due to long intronic
sequences bridging the two exons. These long reads can also
assist with simplifying complex vQS-specific analyses such as
whole-genome amplification or CRISPR-induced InDel
analysis. Integration site analysis can also be performed, as
short read assemblies are unlikely to reconstruct any
integration sites.
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FIGURE 11 | HIV-Quasipore improved read quality across the unseen J-Lat 9.2 genome. Each point represents the average alignment accuracy from reads
overlapping a position within the J-Lat 9.2 reference genome for (A) R9.4.1 SUP, (B) R10.3 SUP, (C) R9.4.1 HAC, (D) R10.3 HAC, and (E) R9.4.1 fast pretrained
and HIV-Quasipore basecallers. Orange points represent HIV-Quasipore basecallers while blue points represent their pretrained counterparts. Positions
encompassing the mapped eGFP region within the J-Lat 9.2 genome are signified by green dashes.
TABLE 2 | Basecalling time benchmarking experiment results.

Flow cell Basecaller Trace data size

1 GB 3 GB 5 GB 7 GB 10 GB

9.4.1 fast 0.46 ± 0.02 1.48 ± 0.08 2.77 ± 0.01 4.39 ± 1.11 6.65 ± 2.1
HAC 3.59 ± 0.13 10.76 ± 0.03 18.03 ± 0.15 25.07 ± 0.23 35.79 ± 0.13
SUP 4.91 ± 0.02 14.73 ± 0.33 24.31 ± 0.13 34.48 ± 0.56 48.57 ± 0.28

10.3 HAC 3.70 ± 0.04 11.04 ± 0.0 18.52 ± 0.02 26.02 ± 0.12 36.92 ± 0.07
SUP 4.68 ± 0.01 13.93 ± 0.06 23.16 ± 0.07 38.81 ± 7.22 46.4 ± 0.16
M
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Table values represent the mean ± STD of minutes needed to call trace data.
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The HIV-Quasipore substantially decreases the coverage
needed to accurately determine novel vQS found within
patient samples. This quality was consistent across all samples
tested in this study for all basecallers, meaning that this improved
resolution was not isolated to only a select few portions of the
HIV-1 genome. HIV-Quasipore also maintained alignment
accuracy for longer reads, allowing it to preserve vQS integrity
and maintain most genomic information. This is especially true
for longer reads, as both alignment accuracy and quality are
observed to scale with length. While a standard 5-fold cross-
validation was impractical due to long training times—about half
a day on average to train each model—the robustness of HIV-
Quasipore basecallers was evaluated using unseen J-Lat 9.2 and
clinical isolate-derived data. These results were consistent across
the J-Lat 9.2 and clinical isolate-derived HIV-1 genomes, which
establishes the robustness of the HIV-Quasipore system against
unseen data.

Interestingly, the alignment accuracies for all HIV-Quasipore
and pretrained basecallers were well below their corresponding
performance on the clinical isolate compared to the J-Lat 10.6 or
9.2 reference genomes. We hypothesize that this is due to the
biological difference between the sample types. The reference
genomes contain a single integrated proviral sequence while the
clinical isolates contain a spectrum of distinct proviral sequences.
When evaluating reference sequences, all corresponding reads
are homologous only to that genome. However, the diverse pool
of a clinical isolate will generate reads that do not conform to a
single consensus sequence. Most bases mapped to the sample
reference genome should still correspond to the base of the
reference position, so alignment accuracy is an informative
metric for basecaller comparison. However, additional metrics
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 14
should also be developed and applied to evaluate basecaller
performance for sequencing genetically diverse populations.

Surprisingly, HIV-Quasipore-HAC and SUP basecallers
showed comparable alignment accuracy and error rates across
multiple experiments. This could be because HIV-Quasipore
basecallers are underpinned by deep learning models where
model size does not always scale with performance for a given
training dataset. Smaller networks peak in performance faster
than larger models given identical training data, which might
explain why HIV-Quasipore-HAC outperforms SUP for both
flow cells despite the higher performance of pretrained SUP
models than the pretrained HAC models. Given more training
data in the form of other HIV-1 cell lines (e.g., ACH2, U1) trace
data and their corresponding high-quality reference genomes, it
might allow HIV-Quasipore-SUP to outperform HAC. However,
given the current results, it would be advantageous to leverage
HIV-Quasipore-HAC over HIV-Quasipore-SUP given its faster
basecalling speed and comparable performance.

Due to their corresponding strengths, both R9.4.1 and R10.3
flow cells are used to best suit the specific needs of an
investigator. State-of-the-art R10.3 flow cells leverage longer
channels and use dual reader heads, allowing for improved
read accuracy in homopolymer runs and repetitive sequences
over R9.4.1 flow cells and have already been applied for
improved human leukocyte antigen (HLA) region matching
(40) and noninvasive prenatal testing (41). Conversely, R9.4.1
flow cells have lower DNA input requirements, a higher
sequencing output rate, and can be used in more basecallers
than R10.3 flow cells. Concerning HIV-1 vQS detection, this
means that R9.4.1 flow cells yield a higher genomic throughput
while R10.3 flow cells result in more accurate reads. However,
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FIGURE 12 | HIV-Quasipore improved read quality across the unseen clinical isolate-derived HIV-1 genome. Each point represents the average alignment accuracy
from reads overlapping a position within the clinical isolate-derived HIV-1 reference genome for (A) R10.3 SUP and (B) R10.3 HAC basecallers. Orange points represent
HIV-Quasipore basecallers while blue points represent their pretrained counterparts. Clinical isolate genome coordinates are mapped to their HXB2 equivalent positions.
Features present within the clinical isolate-derived genome are displayed above the graphs. Positions encompassing the V1 and V2 loops within gp120 are signified
using black and gold dashes, respectively.
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HIV-Quasipore basecallers display comparable alignment
accuracy and error rates for both flow cells. While R9.4.1 flow
cells have the same price as the R10.3 flow cells, the lower input
requirement and greater yield lead to a preference for R9.4.1 flow
cells when calling vQS using HIV-Quasipore. This also allows
investigators to use R9.4.1 HIV-Quasipore-fast for live
basecalling results, which is not available for R10.3
HIV-Quasipore.

HIV-Quasipore basecallers are trained using data generated
from the MinION sequencer, which raises the question of
whether they apply to other Nanopore sequencers. Examining
different Nanopore workflows reveals that identical basecallers
are used across different sequencing kits and sequencers,
suggesting that HIV-Quasipore could be applied where those
basecallers are applied. Sequencer and method-specific
compatibility can be checked where configuration files are
stored in the guppy basecaller software.

Traditionally, sequencers will generate a base-specific quality
score, indicating the likelihood that a base was correctly called.
This is not the case with HIV-Quasipore. ONT has moved away
from calculating per-base quality scores with the most recent
Bonito basecaller module, electing not to generate any per-base
quality scores. This is because a disparity exists between true
measures of basecalling quality (e.g., alignment accuracy) and
per-base quality scores, even with Q-score calibration. While
these metrics are not generated, read alignment accuracy and
error rate analyses display confidence in the quality of the HIV-
Quasipore suite. While this work focuses on applying HIV-
Quasipore for improved basecalling quality and accuracy,
changes in experimental design can be used to further enhance
read quality. A recent tagging method (42) has been released,
which reduces Nanopore sequencing error rates to <0.0042%
without any change to the basecaller backend. Using this in
conjunction with HIV-Quasipore can further improve the
basecalling quality and resolution needed to detect vQS and
perform vQS-specific analyses.
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Supplementary Table 1 | Nested/hemi-nested PCR primers designed to target
HIV-1 near full genome from patient samples. Primers were designed to target the
HIV-1 near full genome based on sequence alignments with reference strains
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containing fragments. Oligonucleotide sequences of outer and inner nested PCR
primers used to isolate 4 kb amplicons from clinical isolate gDNA. Start nucleotide
numbering corresponds to HXB2 coordinates.
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